
Cambridge
CAMBRIDGE OPERA HANDBOOKS

This series of guides to individual operas is written for the serious opera-goer or record collector as well as
the student or scholar. The guiding principle of the series is the contemporary view that opera is not a hybrid
compound of literary and musical elements, but that it is musical drama. Each volume has chapters which
deal in logical sequence with the main aspects of the work: its genesis, its structure, its performance history,
its reception.

New titles

Hector Berlioz: Les Troyens
Edited by IAN KEMP
Preface by SIR COLIN DAVIS
'It is one of the best features of the compendious new Cambridge Opera Handbook that the editor... should
have placed emphasis on Les Troyens' ... relationship to the tradition of grand opera in which Berlioz grew
up.' John Warrack, The Times Literary Supplement
£27.50 net He 0 521 34280 5 244 pp.
£9.95 net Pb 0 521 34813 7

W. A. Mozart: Le nozze de Figaro
TIM CARTER
£27 50 net He 0 521 30267 6 192 pp.
£9.95 net Pb 0 521 31606 5

W. A. Mozart: Die Enlfiihrung aus dem Serail
THOMAS BAUMAN
£27.50 net He 0 521 32545 4 160 pp.
£9.95 net Pb 0 521 31060 1

Forthcoming titles
Alban Berg: Wozzeck
DOUGLAS JARMAN

Claude Debussy: Pel leas et Melisande
Edited by ROGER NICHOLS and RICHARD
LANGHAM SMITH

Previously published in the series

Benjamin Britten: Death in Venice
DONALD MITCHELL

Richard Wagner: Parsifal
LUCY BECKETT

Benjamin Britten: Peter Crimes
PHILIP BRETT

Giacomo Puccini: Tosca
MOSCO CARNER

Igor Stravinsky: The Rake's Progress
PAUL GRIFFITHS

Giuseppe Verdi: Falstaff
JAMES A. HEPOKOSKI

Richard Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier
ALAN JEFFERSON

Benjamin Britten: The Turn of the Screw
PATRICIA HOWARD
C. W. von Gliick: Orfeo
PATRICIA HOWARD

W. A. Mozart: Don Giovanni
JULIAN RUSHTON

LeoS Janacek: Kat'a Kabanova
JOHN TYRRELL

Claudio Monteverdi: Orfeo
JOHN WHENHAM

Giuseppe Verdi: Otello
JAMES A. HEPOKOSKI

Giacomo Puccini: La boheme
ARTHUR GROOS and ROGER PARKER

All titles are available in hard covers and paperback.
For further details please write to Jane Mahony.
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions may be Professor Roger Parker Professor Arthur Groos
sent to either editor: Music Department Department of German Studies

Lincoln Hall Goldwin Smith Hall
Cornell University Cornell University
Ithaca Ithaca
NY 14853 NY 14853
USA USA

The return of contributions cannot be guaranteed unless return postage is provided.

Manuscripts should be double spaced throughout (including footnotes, etc.) and should be typed
on one side of the paper with ample margins. Contributors with word processors are requested to
underline rather than use an italic font, and to avoid justification of right margins, automatic hyphena-
tion and bold face type.

Footnotes should be numbered consecutively and be typed, double spaced, on separate pages at
the end. Musical examples, figures, tables, etc. should also be supplied on separate sheets.

Contributors who wish to reproduce photographs should provide good black and white prints,
full details of the source and the full address of the copyright holder if this differs. Photographs will
not normally be considered unless they are an intrinsic part of the contribution, and their inclusion
will always be at the discretion of the editors. The full address of the copyright holder should also
be provided for any other material used in which the contributor does not hold copyright.

Punctuation should follow standard British practice. Single quotation marks should be used with
double reserved for quotations within quotations. Punctuation that is not part of the quoted material
should be outside closing quotation marks, as should footnote indicators. Longer quotations should
be indented left without quotation marks and double spaced. Prose citations should be in English
unless the original is of particular importance, unpublished or inaccessible, in which case the original
should be followed by a translation in square brackets. Verse citations should be in the original language
followed by a prose translation in square brackets.

Editorially added ellipses should be placed within square brackets [...] to distinguish them from
any ellipses in quoted text and from the Italian punctuation . . . . Dates should be on the following
model: c. 1740, 1840s, 5 February 1943. References should be to: Act I scene 2, op. 1 no. 2 in E major,
Ex. 12 and Exx. 12-14, Fig. 3 and Figs. 6-9, motif(s) and leitmotif(s). For precise identification of
pitch, use this system:

m 0

C c d e f g a b c' c" c'"

Sample footnotes (do not abbreviate journal titles):
1 John Whenham, Claudio Monteverdi: 'Orfeo', Cambridge Opera Handbooks, 3rd edn (Cam-

bridge, 1996), 44-6.
2 Gerald Abraham, ed., The Age of Beethoven, 1790-1830, New Oxford History of Music, 8

(Oxford, 1982), 100-6.
3 Curt von Westernhagen, Wagner: A Biography, trans. Mary Whittall, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1978),

II, 77f.
4 Winton Dean, 'French Opera', in Abraham, Beethoven, 137-46.
5 Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner, IV (1947; rpt. New York, 1981), 212-15.
6 Edgar Istel, 'Beethoven's Leonora and Fidelio', Musical Quarterly, 7 (1921), 228-31.
7 K. T. Rohrer, '"The Energy of English Words": A Linguistic Approach to Henry Purcell's

Method of Setting Texts', Ph.D. diss. (Princeton, 1980), 33.
8 Rohrer, 249n3.
9 Whenham (see n. 1), 57.

First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the editors
an address through which they can be reached without delay and are able to return the corrected
proofs, by airmail where necessary, within three days of receipt.
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Cambridge
New series

NATIONAL TRADITIONS OF OPERA
General Editor: JOHN WARRACK

This new series aims to study the development of opera in individual
European countries. The series will cover the operatic traditions of

Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Italy and Russia from a number of
viewpoints: not just musicological, but also literary, historical, political,
social and economic, in order to determine just what has shaped each

particular national tradition. The individual titles will also consider the role
of language, folk music and folk traditions, national epic and legend.
Each national tradition is considered within the overall context of the

international development of opera. The books include an alphabetical
list of composers and works, a bibliography and select discography.

Czech Opera
JOHN TYRRELL
Launching this important new series, Czech Opera is a
study not only of operas written in Czech, but also of the
specific circumstances which shaped them. The role of
the librettists is given particular prominence, and there is
a chapter on the subject matter of the librettos, shedding
light on the historical and mythical background of the
genre. A particular emphasis of the study is the attempt
to place Janacek, today the best-known Czech composer
outside Czechoslovakia, in the context of this tradition.
'... many of the truths are pretty strange that turn up in
John Tyrrell's appealingly organised and altogether
fascinating Czech Opera.' Paul Griffiths, The Times

The index is splendidly helpful... There is additionally a
useful appendix listing all operas mentioned in the text...
This book is an important addition to operatic
scholarship, both as a single publication and as the opening number in what should
be an exciting series.' Terry Barfoot, Classical Music
£25.00 net 0 521 23531 6 376 pp.
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